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EXPERT ACTUALITY
Mellerio dits Meller's Historic Jewels
included in Musée d'Orsay Exhibition
Musée d’Orsay in Paris is
celebrating its 30th anniversary by
holding an exhibition focusing on
the decorative arts in France during
the reign of Napoléon III. The
exhibition titled, The Spectacular
Second Empire, 1852-1870, opened
Tuesday and will run till January 15,
2017. The museum chose Mellerio
dits Meller to represent the knowhow and design for this period. It is
an appropriate choice as the
venerable Parisian jeweler with its
403-year history was a direct
influence on the jewels worn at the
time. The oldest family owned and
operated jewelry business also
contributed 35 of its antique pieces
for the exhibition.

.

The jewelry during this period
was inspired by nature, oriental
influences
and
creative
innovations;
adorned
with
exceptional
gems.
Mellerio’s
clientele at this time included
Napoléon III and his wife, the
Empress
Eugénie,
Princess
Mathilda, the niece of Napoléon III,
many aristocratic families and the
Royal Courts of France and
Europe. Clients also included
writers, composers, actresses and
socialites.
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EXPERT INSIDE
Nicolas Vanier
The cold traveler
Writer,
photographer
and
filmmaker, Nicolas Vanier runs for 30
years the regions of Northern and
shares his passion for "upper
country". This insatiable cold
traveler
reported
amounts
of
stunning images and fascinating
stories from his multiple epics in
Canada, Siberia, Mongolia, China,
Alaska or in Lapland. After the
tremendous preparation of the Wild
Odyssey, his last expedition, Nicolas
and his dogs were presented in
February 2015 at the start of the
Yukon Quest, one of the biggest
huskies races. His next race: The
Iditarod in March 2017, deemed as
the most difficult in the world.

Between
adventures,
defends
resolutely
ecological commitment:

Nicolas
positive

"I am neither a scientist nor a politician. I am
a witness. An ambassador of nature that I
claim to know well having traveled the wild
expanses of the Far North for 30 years. What I
saw made me want to act. Today I want to
somehow give back to nature what she gave
me. This is what my dreams of movies, travel,
books are now devoted. The solution comes
from all of us. We are able to. "

The Film Maker:
After "Belle et Sebastien", "The Last
Trapper" and "Wolf" Nicolas is preparing a
new film called "L'Ecole Buissonnière',
whose shoot is underway this autumn 2016
and release planned in October 2017.

The Writer:
His book “Feet on the Ground” released in
October 2016 is a profession of faith, an
invitation to the wonder and vigilance,
punctuated by not only educational but
explanations in a thousand anecdotes from
his experience.
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INTROSPECTIVE EXPERIENCE
Do not dream your life,
live your dreams

while he had everything to build
a successful live in the classical
terms, he made the bold choice of
living up to his dreams and
dedicate his life to his passion.
His experiences were valuable
lessons, some difficult situations of
life lessons, numerous encounters
an inspiration for his personal and
professional life.
With over forty books published,
almost twenty expeditions and as
many films, Nicolas conveys loyalty,
sensitive to the passion and the
values and embodies respect for
nature and people.

“The biggest adventure you can
take is to live the life of your
dreams.”

Beyond Passion

4th Dimension Message
Live your dreams
rather than dream your life
Have a vision:
be bold, break the rules
Have a plan:
set milestones and objectives,
build your team
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MEMBER INSIDE
Aris Chatziantoniou
ABOUT YOURSELF

ABOUT YOUR 4TH DIMENSION

Tell us a little about yourself …

What does the 4th Dimension
mean for you?

I work a lot, travel a lot and
experimenting a lot. Still trying hard
ton minimise the gap between
science and bartending.
Where do you draw your cocktail
inspiration from?
Books, films and theater are always
inspiring.

An unforgettable experience and a
bond with passionate professionals
from different places & cultures.
You attended the 1st session of the
4th Dimension, one year and a
half ago, what is your best
memory from this experience?

Classic movies.

Only good memories... But the hot
and cold swimming-pool will
always be my favourite !

Your style? Simple

What have you learned ?

Your elegance inspiration?

Your guest approach?
Always With a good mood
Your dreams of adventure?
Sky diving

That there is always an other
dimention determing what we do.
The more we understand it, the
better we can get.
Which Rémy Cointreau product
would you be? METAXA

Your well-being tips?

Jogging 5 KLM per day and
spending quality time with friends.
Your management style?
Humancentric

Cheers !
Aris
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MEMBER INSIDE
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MEMBERS EVENTS
The Fairmont Pacifique Rim Vancouver
First Canadian LOUIS XIII ‘Fortress’ Hotel
For the first time in Canadian
hotel history, Fairmont Pacific Rim
joins the list of iconic LOUIS XIII
Fortress destinations and will be
serving the most revered
of
cognac. The LOUIS XIII Fortress
magnum will take its stand behind
the sleek bar of The Lobby Lounge.

The award-winning lounge has
become
Vancouver’s
premier
destination for cocktails and live
music and rated the World’s Best
Business Hotel by Condé Nast
Traveler readers and the #1 City
hotel in Canada by Travel +
Leisure, with an innovative spirit
program curated by one of the
world’s best bartenders, Grant
Sceney.

“We are extremely honoured to be
Canada’s first hotel to receive
the iconic Fortress designation,”
comments Grant Sceney, head
bartender at Fairmont Pacific Rim.
“To sip LOUIS XIII is an
experience of its own and we look
forward to continue introducing it
to our guests from Vancouver and
around the world”.
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MEMBERS CONNECTION
4TH DIMENSION NEWS
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Meet together
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MEMORIES
It happened in July …
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Simply Share with the Community !
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